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Kristin Abraham
The Affair

(Summer)

How they grow into 
each other:
How they vine

Is the problem our
    form (its suffocation

    of other forms)?
  

in the speechless
Is this rhythm

  or its absence?

And sometimes a 
porch light—an evening—
reveals the pattern
of their unfolding:

If I am sore and need

How loneliness is multiple

What I know of incarnation

That he said

The space will get lost
The space always gets lost

That she

how leaves dagger—                                more 
joining,
green—                         more—
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Kristin Abraham
Baptism by Fire

(I wanted the moment to hang there, like they do—
only perpetually—before the commercial break.

1.

The envelope.  The poem.

2.

My mother said why are you writing this?  You can’t 
take care of a poem.  You can’t even take care of yourself.

2.

Just now I thought I didn’t want you to know anyway.

Behind me, your recorded voice says you are 300% positive you aren’t.

3.

Later, Maury gives us the free test, opens the 
envelope:  You are the father.

3.

This will be after you said “I never touched her; I’m married.”  After your wife of six months tries to 
pull my hairpiece off my ponytail.  And does it matter then how old this poem is, how long its voice 
has been echoing yours? (Look—it’s got your ears, your eyes, 

Will I stand up, then, with my back to the audience, and point my finger?  Will I have no shame?  Will 
we put on a good show?
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Kristin Abraham
Self Portrait as Don’t Tap on the Glass

If the cabin should lose pressure, 
please attend to your own oxygen
mask, and then help others. 
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Kristin Abraham
Only Childhood Sestina

How many times can you say a color
before it becomes blur?  False repeat.
And every month a new syntax, another fall.
(Running is equally uneven
with your wooden leg—a grainy play of film
on the family’s basement wall: false mirror.)

Your reedy hair tied back before the mirror
after the leaves turned the same color;
both a yellow film.
You were three, then four, years to repeat.
(Your life was always uneven
that way:  a catching up, trip and fall.

Turning compost every fall,
coffee grounds and egg shells a wet mirror
where your hands entwined, white and uneven
under dirt:  humus bone and language color,
the pleasure of breathing on soft repeat,
imperfect pain / film,

watching yourself play like cells on film:
the growing seasons beyond fall,
breaking reeds / another tense up and repeat.
Those tangled strands of hair snapped at the mirror
like children tossing their sassy color.
The blunt cut of words and hair uneven,

running against family patterns, uneven— 
leaving the band-aids for stickier film.
Later, the dirt thickness another color.
Much less the child washing off after the fall,
your face streaked blurry against a mirror,
dividing, sisterless, you repeat—
Another tense up and repeat:
home-cut words and hair uneven
like rhetoric, a false mirror,
on the wall flickering cellulose and light film:
a new syntax, a different trip, fall.
Each new obsession with color.

So that at birth, your body is yellow mirror, symmetrical
until your fall—uneven twin (repeat and grow),  
always on film, the same new color.
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Arda Collins
Dawn

 
1 
 
 
 
Night, dawn 
seashells  
traveled on  
a shore. 
 
He slit a zoo  
full of animals. 
It was only one calf. 
It turned out to be a person, 
not a calf.  The calf  
made sounds. 
Blood filled the grass, 
the end of winter.  Day 
in the sun for the first 
time looked like a star.  There had been  
frost in the dark.  There wasn’t a calf  
or a person, there had been  
no killing.  He put his arms around  
it, made up its soul. 
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2 
 
 
 
He had killed so many  
people, it should have been quiet. 
The city was not beneath  
anything.  The air is so beautiful, 
it looks like light.  Flesh,  
he said in the taxi 
going home 
from killing, is wishes; 
every minute becomes  
solid as the last one 
becomes all of them. 
I built a ragged person with my hands, 
he said, passing the airport, 
it was loud, his mouth from the sky in the road. 
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3 
 
 
 
He hit the person in the face. 
Now they were the same person. 
He slaughtered a bear 
for a meat roast party: 
Gewurztraminer, whole sparrows, 
a black tree  
to break their skulls 
into fields. 
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4 
 
 
 
He went on an outing 
where he had been lost before. 
This was such a beautiful feeling, 
he wanted to have it again and again. 
The grass rose  
into hills, and the air was turning  
to pink.   
I love it here, he said. 
A horse nuzzled his cheek, 
and he imagined 
only blood opening to the outside.
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5 
 
 
 
It’s wrong to kill. 
That’s why, 
he explained to the person, 
he was holding the person’s 
face and throat. 
Nothing was supposed to happen, 
not death and not pain.  No one 
should be doing anything right now, 
that was what he was demonstrating 
to the person, who didn’t know: 
this was an explanation. 
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6 
 
 
 
The next time, it was different. 
So few of us, 
he said, 
so few of us 
transact 
one thing, then something else; or,  
or 
cross the difficulty; 
he hid in the bushes 
smelling his knees. 
He didn’t know what they smelled of. 
He tested his thoughts  
about food, there was no 
reason or tradition. 
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7 
 
 
 
Blood in a pit. 
He couldn’t stand it. 
There was generosity forever. 
It smelled like walking into a dark foyer. 
It could have been a summer night, 
or it could have been twilight 
when snow started.  He had walked home  
from so many places.  
It was terrible 
to know, and one day not know, 
he lamented in the basement at the Rotary meeting, 
but he was only imagining; none of the parts  
brought him to his senses and he didn’t believe  
he had ever held himself that way. 
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8 
 
 
 
He kicked the dust with his shoe. 
Things weren’t going the best. 
It seemed like it was always like this, 
Nothing was real and no one was around. 
He tried to think. 
He could go downtown 
and rub his palms and face against the side of a brick building 
and say, 
I want to see what you really look like. 
He would sit somewhere all night and eat pie. 
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9 
 
 
 
A shoe by the roadside. 
From the windshield 
he couldn’t see inside the sky, or the gray 
and green that made him say, “It’s this one.” 
It looked like time,  
like himself.  He drove.  The sky  
made him think of numbers, 
and he thought the world was made 
from invisible numbers 
that piled into soft particles, 
granules, yes, no. 
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10 
 
 
 
He sat with his bindlestick by the side 
of the road.  He ate beans out of a can 
as though he was the luckiest person, 
the only person to know the things 
that were here upon today in his eyes  
and breath, and the senses of his soul. 
A tromp l’oiel of dogs painted on the wall 
of a powder room in New Jersey was 
part of it, something he had seen 
through the gray water in the grass.  “Light”  
did not appear just now to mean light as 
he knew it; it was that everything that 
was visible came through a procedure 
illuminated under electrons. 
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11 
 
 
 
Gentle, painful sound, 
it’s coming from his face. 
He doesn’t want to talk, 
hates the air; it moves towards the same things, 
beautiful night, 
beautiful night again, best missed 
from afar.  He thinks his personhood 
in the dark in a room is the same as the dark 
inside a small bag or drawer. 
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12 
 
 
 
A rose garden. 
One turns up in every city 
he goes to.  He wondered what became of all the things  
that never happened.  What purpose  
thought could possibly serve?  He tried  
to reduce the feeling  
to test its validity, 
played a song 
like a person 
inside his soul. 
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13 
 
 
 
It was a slow rain. 
He couldn’t tell 
his muscles 
from the backseat 
driving in the hills. 
It was fathomable. 
His mind was between 
the air and the other  
part of the air. 
The hotel sheets were bleached, 
and predicted good weather. 
He didn’t know what he did 
in them.  He loved 
coffee and plants.  When the granite  
rose up on the highway after breakfast, 
he felt violent joy. 
He was only harmful then  
like quartz, mica, hard  
soot, sap; the vertical  
rock face soared 
through the mourning inside him. 
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 Featured Artist: Austin Dodson

The Staring Contest
ink, white chalk, inkjet print, with acrylic polymer on arches paper

5” x 11”
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excerpt from 08 Autumn book
graphite, ink, acrylic

6x8
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excerpt from 08 Autumn book
crayon, graphite, ink

6x8
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excerpt from 08 Autumn book
sheet music with graphite

6x8
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excerpt from 08 Autumn book
graphite, inks, acrylic polymer

6x8
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excerpt from 07-08 Winter book
inks, inkjet transfer

8x11.5
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Children of Wonder
inkjet collage on paper

5” x 8”
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Kara Dorris
The Ethics of Language 

I see the whole best as fragments, an iris, 
a blue-green forest. When others see a face & a white 
dress waiting, I see lies—

Focus on molecules. See one aspect. 
Live only in part, draw, invent. 
Until death, let no asunder.

Inverted inside-out, tumble-dried low—
Camera obscura. 
A chambered-box phoenix. 

A pinhole blaze laces through, projects 
the compassed body beyond, a wrist, neck, perspective, tattoo
clear & black-outlined like bent waves 
circling ghosted obstacles.

Stand still. Join hands.
I knew the moment it would end & that it didn’t matter.
A boy would cry & the girl would still leave. 

Every element, at rest or at motion, stays its course 
except pressed by forces to alter.
Look straight. I was never purposeful. 

Have 
& hold 

& adjust for blur.
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Kara Dorris

[Spiked]. I wasn’t a stripper. That Chilean pole dancer. On the subway. I 
wasn’t protesting. But, I guess, you are my Santiago, my city of. The 
rules that the body breaks against. The glitter that grows underwater, that 
soaps  the  mouth  dry.  Salted.  The  conservative  angst.  The  hands,  a 
dictatorship. The newspapers called her La Diosa del Metro. The subway 
goddess. She is quoted to have called her performances, happy minutes of 
a timid country.

*

So, what do you call dancing—& how can I get it—Not the waltzing, not 
the distance between partners but the salsas. The rumbas. When you say 
let’s ball, I think sex with clothes on. My skin envies. Hidden beneath silk 
& sheath. When you say dance floor, I think bedroom box-spring bottom 
side up.  Coils & sprung. I think this modern promiscuity has purpose. 
Positions  are  everything.  &  I  consider  my  positions  delicately. How 
shades & dark lay angry. How light only wants that lyric moment. How I 
intend to give this impulse, this body momentum, song.
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Kara Dorris

Measured: How Many Mediums It Takes

Silence. I’m  a  prophesy-trembling,  my heartbeat.  The  thump-thump-thump cavity. I 
can’t hear others’. Just distance. Like how long before jam-spreaded breath envelops 
earlobes  & the  drums that  vibrate  beneath calloused,  edible  knees.  I  collect  textiles 
bolted to walls.  Synthetic  weaves,  tentings & sailcloths.  Tarpaulin skies.  Patches of 
bedspreads. Anything shade-draining. When water pours, I wear mufflers. Big, fluffy 
kinds, like winter or sonnet lines. In the shower, plug-ins. Words that forget half-rhyme. 
Anything that smothers out. & Elvis, the wrong man again. Why is rapture a lie?  My 
body knows it will crash-cart survive & has begun preventive measures. To bruise the 
letting go. No more learning lips, facial gestures or bodies. I’ve undone one language, & 
I feel its effects.
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Kara Dorris

A Bedtime Story

Television noise low, directed at a gold bed, white Egyptian sheets. A Tiffany 
lamp projects patterns of asters & poppies; within the circular light, an iced tea 
glass sweats, a man holds a novel. Focus on the man. Scruffy-dark & lost in 
thought,  gazing  at  the  woman asleep,  illuminated  by  the  TV glow, different 
lights, different sides of the world. He broods, willing her to wake to see him still 
awake, fingers inches from her face. She sleeps. She dreams of falling, failing. 
She sleeps. She could sleep through anything: a tornado rain, a fire, spiders, the 
end of their affair. He might let her. No light through the red cotton shades, dark, 
an open vein, his wrist, her chest. A line drawn, visible in daylight or not. His 
side, hers. He remembers when she loved him in the youngest sense of the word, 
like  discovering  strawberry  preserves  for  the  first  time,  rediscovering 
strawberries  in  her  skin.  Paintings,  tinted  dancers  closer  than  lovers  in  wet 
scenery, lean against every wall.  She sleeps. The TV is out of place. She sleeps. 
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Kara Dorris
excerpts from Essayistic Fragments For & Against Sara

April 1

I hush, always, as if hush is the matter that created my brain, but the hush inside is the same as the hush 
in a car, a muffle. Sara understands, yet doesn’t acknowledge delay from eye input to brain, the static 
between spoken to & speaking—has it been a day already? 

Hush: is a directional degree. But all direction requires mapping of planning & chaos. Hush for me like 
that. The delay is the same blank space of choreographing, my brain flashing white. Sara says, let’s be 
insubstantial, but I’ve never been a non-utilitarian delight.  

*

My poem is this: Space is a constriction when I face forward. I can’t unravel, can’t be that red-faced 
poppy. But then I turn, a few degrees & head-on face nothing. Breathing becomes easy. The movement 
forward is the fraction of wispy seed-spit, the possessor of a voodoo snowflake. That’s why I like 
southwest & northeast best. To face simply up & down, left or right, means there is nothing worth 
breathing for in between. That lines exist. 

What’s in between, Sara once said, is all we can hope to write. I wish I could be the way she sees, the 
way she enjambs because as much as that matter matters to me, the stop-gap is not worried as much as 
the end-stop. Hush, she says to me, my little pumpkin eater, hush now. Breathe.

April 7

There is a line, Sara says, between a personal & a private voice. A purpose in being purposeless. An 
end, even if I reach, even if I don’t prepare—sometimes she shuns me, like now. Says, god, you are just 
too lyrical for me lately. I thought she found it a charming bangle bracelet or a wrist tattoo. But then, 
she can leave doors open so easily. 

She asks, isn’t that what the lyric is? When I say, yes, she walks away as her own act of essaying. 
Everyone leaves as she leaves me & I try not to take it personally; it is a private matter. Sara says, when 
it’s time to duck, you duck.

*

There are different types of ins. I’ve made a study of them all my life. The ins everyone watches. The 
ins & outs of. Not so much the outs. The ins watch you too. They have lives. Lives they live on the 
outsides. The stars are in, really in, like telescopes & late nights. The stars are lovely inside. The grass, 
whatever Sara may think, is inside too. Walking around pads on heels. Muscle is simply grass grown 
red. & I love to hallucinate it again & again. I know I’m hermetic, & I’m not afraid to feel like stone & 
the balls of feet. 
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Donald Dunbar
Honesty Pastoral: A Serial Poem
for Ethan Saul Bull

The dogs were picking at the grass under the mailbox. Something in the mailbox your brother 
had  sent.  It  was  a  package,  and  something  inside.  Behind  the  mailbox  and  dogs:  building  with 
disproportionate basement. The dogs picking at grass, grass growing out of basement wall. Something 
outside that wall, something grows grass. You are standing in the middle of the lake, tall enough to 
breathe. You are calling dogs’ names as dogs pick at the package that your brother had sent, meat 
inside.

*

Couple hand motions with the lights off. There is a motion of your hair, next to it a motion of 
your shoulder. The lights have been off, just a little light straining through. Couple hands, there is a 
motion just to the left, little too far left, just out of sight. Something right in the middle of the floor you 
haven’t run into yet.

*

A family believing, doing that in harmony. They put it out, it runs around with others. Others 
jumping over it nuzzling under it rubbing against the side of it. A family playing the organ together, 
choosing the right notes. They pick the bigger notes when it’s time for the bigger notes, they set those 
off just then. They all draw the same thing when they draw.

*

I choose the clothes for the occasion, you can help me choose. Motion in that way. I claw my 
mouth; maybe I’m choking. I choose the time, precisely. You want to run around wearing no clothes, 
and should people see you. You want to take in a large breath, blow the closet right out the door 
immediately.

*
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They fool around by that bathtub, then they put a stop to it. Bathtub has its yellow spots around 
the angles. I put a jar of water in the center of the tub. I put a jar of water outside, in the winter. I put a  
jar of water in the cupboard and added spices. Noise coming through the pipes is so echoed it sounds 
perfect. Smell coming from the bathtub is assorted spices.

*

Nobody will sound out that word for you. I am suspicious, she’s been sad for so long, he tastes 
something new. Crowd gathers itself, there’s an occasion around. Nobody was left alone. Nobody is a 
bigger  feeling  peeking  out  of  my  easy  heart,  she  takes  a  look  around  at  the  faces,  he  has  left 
indentations just by seeing it.

*

If it’s so delicate try extra hard. Thinking down the left side of your face. Damp just means wet. 
Damp just means wetter inside. Because nobody has done a thing for it, yet. If it’s getting better take it 
downstairs. I have laid out small cloth squares in the basement, for something to sleep on.

*

He put  it  in  the  mail  to  see  how he’d  miss  it.  He  missed  it  every  day. Dogs  were  not  a 
consolation. Put his hands on stairs, his front on the landing above them. You were walking by, fog was 
something else. You were on your way to find a good spot. When you found it, you were happier. He 
wasn’t going to certify it, but he probably knew. The stairs were  pretty  warm, considering.

*
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I search the list of phone numbers and I rub my heel into the lawn. Horn is finishing a song, the 
last few minutes. Gust at knee level. Eventually waist. I am pulling something down from the tree. It 
has just become visible this week. When we knew to pull it down. Had been dark.

*

She was scratching her eyes out for relief.  He was knocking rake handle against tree bark. 
Something falls, is damaged beyond recognition; it is still functioning. A certain motion I’m trying to 
use. There’s a motion I’m sure you remember. A lot of leaves on the lake, floating. She was, in a way, 
one of them. She wasn’t at all, she wasn’t at all.

*

Won’t be made a problem. They take our individual scents. Won’t be too loud for the hour. 
Won’t be too timely. You  should have something  attached to that arm. It’s a thermometer, getting more 
complete information. Take your brother away and they still talk about you two. Trees follow you two 
to the tree line.

*

Because you let them last week, I let them this week. Silver light of course shines. Silver light. 
Take out things from your pockets, arrange them. I have made this thread, you can tie them together, 
feel happy. Take away the music playing wrong. There’s a lot of safety this week. More safety than last 
week.

*
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She puts metallic paint on evenly smoothly and she plays with low branches. Arranges her hair. 
She walks up and down the room, just sit still. Becoming colder with age. I untie my shoelaces and 
whistle. Feels grainy between my fingers, it’s not for everyone. Whistling stops, it all goes off.

*

Organized into families, a number of natural phenomena. Don’t start in on the chores. For I 
have something else in mind. Crowd running up, nothing in mind. Wanted to do the precise motion you 
had in mind. Traps snapping all over the forest, and they reset. You cannot use that cloth. For a special 
project.

*

Instilled it with a feeling of courage. Dogs growing their wounds away. Called it wet, without 
proper research. Dogs stop intruder, she is better for it, goes to sleep under thoughts. In her dreams, 
dogs spaced evenly around the lake. Stops them, one by one. Basement most certainly about what’s 
going on above it. Ceiling is same strength all the way.

*

I have set it nicely, do you appreciate this. Remove optional components, arrange by size. Call 
from far away sounds far away. Lake quite a silver affair. I do this with the fingers. The exact notes are 
greasy. Are just slick. He is kind to her, it’s not  a personal thing. She is kind to him, it’s not personal.

*
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Wearing sheets. I  am wearing a scarf. Found coin, balancing. Would you have said correct, 
correct, correct, if so? Choices sound this way because the room is large. The lights have been covered, 
doesn’t matter they’re on. They’re going far away, going a long way, going and staying warm. Arrive, 
bearing heat, cheering unabashedly.

*

In order to get more clean, not too clean, just clean, removing this and that. She stays inside, 
colors  in the walls.  Does a good impression of the song, not the words.  I  am planning in case it 
becomes a big party. In case it becomes our own heaven up here. We remain entirely our own. Surely 
we are a discreet set. And the places are the places we’ve been.

*

Found that grass under the covers, want me to talk to you. They are lit equally, perfectly, all 
around. Room is half broken, if only you had used your restraint, let the love of all things be bright. 
Have pulled out the beats from the song, piled them. Have stayed outside, making fixing motions. The 
plumbing, too. The half broken pipes and faucets. Half broken water molecules.

*

He has combed the leaves from the lake from the trees, thoroughly. A package arrives, his name 
on it, interesting wrapping. Bathtub full of damp fabric. Harmonies have grown up and gone to heaven. 
The secret motions have become more dangerous. Just because nobody will sign for them. There’s a 
dog running up, it needs our help. It has been bleeding, from its side.
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Featured Artist: Marc Gaba

I am interested in the relation between the virtual and the actual, and elaborating vocabularies for 
exploring that relation. I often work in series to localize a duration of attention, and each series is a 
language that develops within, and inseparably from, the duration. Often enough, the object of attention 
is an object or manner of interstice, and more and more, I am coming to understand my work, in visual 
art as well as in poetry, as an interaction of the different spatialities that the different elements bear. 
Gingham, roughly drawn lines, stacatto sentences, translucent paper, opaque enamel—all things bear 
an imagination of space.

The Postcapitalism series presents moments. The work was heavily influenced by the thought of 
Levinas, who grounded ethics on the phenomenon of the face-a-face encounter in which one could be 
shocked by one’s profound ignorance of the living life of another person, an ignorance that becomes 
the beginning base of true social response. Properly differentiated from socialism (with which 
postcapitalism is confused), postcapitalism as an idea is an unfinished work of imagining an 
alternative; as an idea that may have to forgo even the practical idea of a system, it could well be 
impossible, which is to say it is real possibility. All the human figures in the series were based on an 
architecture tracing file—pages and pages of human figures awaiting their oblivious appearance in an 
architectural plan.

What could come after, already, I think, is. Within the gigantic body of urgencies, vanities, gripless 
cares, usages, accidents, “human-interest stories” “based on true stories,” fabulous stuff, there is a value 
I feel, certain moments, that really do not belong to the logic of contemporary civilization. I meant to 
picture those.
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Postcapitalism Fig. 4
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Postcapitalism Fig. 1
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Postcapitalism Fig. 15 Mother & Child
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Postcapitalism Fig. 2
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Postcapitalism Fig. 22
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Postcapitalism Fig. 27
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Postcapitalism Fig. 28
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Rebecca Guyon
Tiny Copper Tools

He weaves like a woman 

here 
is its lung

here
a throat

with his tiny
copper tools

here a leg
hair and hook

squinting 
in slim light –

and its worthless 

worthless
wings

by the end I swear

I saw
the red thread
gasp
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Rebecca Guyon
Horizon

It’s here

no slick
ocean

no air
to cave 

sierras
slice open

upward
outward

some shift
a waver

the sky

its constant 
retreat
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Rebecca Guyon
Our Nature

Listen, the geese
leave, no thought

for the lake, glass jar
stuck in mud.

Cotton bales
stacked in fields—

you white-flower
turncoats, listen—

let me
tell this story.
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Joshua Harmon
from Landscape

A time-elapsed plea: our inventive ethics allow us to put some English on 
a  nomenclature  of  need.  Massage  it  a  little,  hassle  these  jagged 
humidities. The country no longer exists, and I’ll pop the clutch and peel 
out as declaration I now know I’m on the losing team. Oh yeah. Call 
mine a drive-by melancholy. The evening’s hollow earth theories bore 
me.  The  lace  of  being  has  outgrown  itself  and  exalts  these  field 
recordings with a lifetime warranty.
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Joshua Harmon

I hazarded a ravening twang,

the rough drafts of laundry-lines
a ballad for the daylight

the dusty coherences
of getting better

it might be about
leaf-pressed distant
other room recall

the wist influences,
cinders, a fugitive
willingness

pollen sinks over water

our shared sense
of idiom,

our reeded risk
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Joshua Harmon

The minimal mapping

        some vast affection

of unexpected presences: it is
possible recencies

that order the hand,

the grass colorless
 seeded and scorched

a dust of falling things
and a dust of rising things

a rivered eyesight

blowing pines
but past us

move
slackened echoes
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Joshua Harmon

To eke afar from trouble
I don’t thumb
a generous selfhood

———

The luxuries, unmapped,
the states’ bloom:
a two-day reason held
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Rebecca Lehmann
Found Correspondence, A Box In The Attic Tied Shut With Twine

Dear Dolly,           March 08, 1947

You say in South Georgia the sun always shines.  
My beard went grey waiting ages 
by the tool shed. 

Ducklings waddle before the twisted oaks.

Remember swimming together? 
You looked svelte in pants, 
the boys said, glancing sidelong 
at the crooked cuffs.

I pretended a slick winterer
and you, a cooing mother.  

I know my hands well,
though they are grease-stained,
and don’t understand 
why your letter crinkled 
when I brushed a thumb over 
each tilting word you’d written.

I blew the mailbox up with firecrackers, 
Dolly, 
and want no second portrait.  

Yours,
Sir
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Dear Sir,   June 12, 1947

The flame inside the stove snapped
like an oyster shell, 
opened and bluing.

With one hand, I managed the pot, 
now warming, 

    its sauce 
popped up 
in broken bubbles.  

I knew heat in the shadow.

The word passed down 
from mouth 

to ear
to mouth –  

my kitchen table lay dead, 

my laundry with lizards 
clawing the shirt collars.  

My cornerstone clanking,  

I walked like the sound.  
I patched and I sewed.  

I missed the winter snows. 

Sand is never the same as ice, 
and one hand can’t hold the air 

together at freezing point.  

I shiver in the mornings.

Regards,
Dolly
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Dear Sir,          August 11, 1948

Please listen; 
I have neither recipe nor hair.  

I have no incentive for keeping my feet
on the ground for much length of time.  

I laid down in the shower, 
and, with the water falling all around, 
felt the vomit rise.  

This weather, 
the heat a wool blanket over my mouth and arms, 
and itching, the way it did in the machine shed, 

the radio playing It’s Magic and the flash-light 
dropping on my eye.  The blood that trickled 
from the little triangle 
mixed with the rain outside.   

Inside the two discussed the stain 
I’d left on the bathroom rug.  
The bump I’d made –

the dare to jump from the swing 
and land on one’s head. 

O cement room!  O the cold 
on my feet 

and really the splendor 
of not having to collide any farther.

Regards,
Dolly
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Dear Dolly,       September 2, 1948

At the laundromat, 
in place of your cat, 
the cat who looks just like your cat.  

You wanted to scale everything 
backed up inside us.  
You left the chicken soup on too long.  
Smoke in the house grew grandly, 
combing hands 
where hairs once stood.  
Come with me, I’ll show you 
where I keep the little mice.  

A Pontiac is a great place 
to live at night, 
your hunting jacket 
curled beneath your head.  

Soap suds found us famously, 
the tree and me.  
My baby teeth beneath 
my thrust tongue. 

Apologies,
Sir
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Dear Sir,                                                                                               July 26, 1950 

What we never get arrives. 
No star, no burning bush.  

You wore your special shoes, 
your station wagon.  

My arms ached 
from hanging on the rope so long.

Should we get croissants?  
Let’s buy books, hands tented, touching.  

These are weak lines, 
webbed between my fingers.

When the plane landed, 
we both got off.

Regards,
Dolly
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Dear Sir,               July 28, 1950

One was tables; two, chairs, oak and waiting.  Wherefore?  

Parce-que je suis une bonne étudiante.  
J’étais.  

We dream the move to House.  

Will red walls follow us there?  
Will you?

Tin buckets with white ribbons never lie.  
Pink peonies wheeled across the sidewalk.  

The snow surprised, 
baby carburetors cackling.  

Cold air cracked the windshield.  

I am dreaming of you.

Regards,
Dolly
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Dear Sir,            August 3, 1950

Such was your foot, 
coming down by my head.  
You held the purple light bulb fast, 
made a fist, pulsed brightly. 

Pulled out the root system, 
dangling and dirty.  
What we needed was water, 
a vase to carry.  

Stepped through the door was all kinds, 
coveralls collapsing in a heap.
Even the stars couldn’t.

Regards,
Dolly
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Dear Sir,          August 10, 1950

In the cellar is never.
In the cellar a lonesome mouse
nibbles the steel wool 
packed around the fuse box.
Heart is in that small place.

Imagine the firewood 
stacked beside the house,
the snow a swollen quilt
left by the darkness.
If I look, in the night,
out the bedroom window,
I can almost see it,
each crystalline flake collecting
in a thick sluice 
against the chopped wood’s
ragged bark.  All of it – 
the wood, the snow, 
even my hands – blackened 
in the swirling fury 
of night’s westward lurch.
This is the time – and how.  

Regards,
Dolly
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Dear Dolly,                   March 10, 1954

I had a dream of hat boxes, 
piled high in a brandied closet.  
Your belly stretched-out, you pulled 
silverware from the rough drawers,  
like pears picked down and flopped in your apron.
Stream-water licked the rocks outside. 

What better jacket could I have worn 
to hide the water stain?
I was ashamed of staring so long.  
I learned how to bouffant your bangs, 
how to kill the ants crawling up your gangrened legs.  
No mind, you said, rubbing the lotion in.  
Your bunk bed swayed with the movement of it. 
Your feet hung over the edge, twitching.  

You stood in the dusty gravel road, 
your dusky curls like red eyed sparrows, fluttering up.  
I heard a push in the wind, and used it.  
With you in mind, I knocked all the coal down,
and it did make my hands burnt.  
It did keep as though warm, 
orange and on fire.

With love,
Sir
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Dear Sir,           March 30, 1954

The cyclone whirred around the cut forest,
crushing the meadowland. 
All its rabbit holes slammed shut like mouths.

This, the mystery of snake sounds and sunlight –
a yearling falcon, flown up 
and perched on my shoulder, 
its small talons piercing the flesh.  

The flash of it all – 
behind my eyes a rapture 
like morning, but darkening.
A rusted cloud billowed
across September’s azure sky.

In the final phase of field, 
a rabbit burrows out of a closed hole anyway, 
his velvet ears spotted 
with clumps of dirt. 
His tiny eyes squint in the sun.  

His hind leg twitch is a siren call.  
Do it like this he mouths my way, 
tongue bobbing –
as if I could decipher this equation 
straightforward like a tourniquet.

Regards,
Dolly
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Debrah Morkun
Barbello

In the beginning, there was a sudden gasp of breath.  The taxis continued to pick up strangers.  There 
was a division in place names.  Lofty skyscraper arms made a mess of garden sand.

On the first day, he planted his newborn baby in the soil.  The second day, the newborn sprouted 
through the mud, its fresh face tarnished with neighborhood gossip.  Bones collect at the edge of the 
sea.  We trod the shore, searching for our fingertips and our lunar belts.  

In the beginning, we felt like zombies after much rest.  The second day, everyone looked like a film 
star.  The inner skies opened parted mouths to whisper.  The moisture of planets birthing smaller 
planets under the trees of larger planets.  
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Before skyscrapers, there was heat.
And in the gardens, moist air.
Before any of this, there was 
the limited idea 
of sentence

We found hermit crabs fucking the clams until all the pearls loosened themselves
onto the ocean floor

We found entire beached whales pressing on the beaches until the indentation of their bodies created a 
snow angelic form
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The name of the transcendent
remains hidden.  The obvious
place to look for it is among
the vowels:

the rivalry between holly 
and ivy –

murder, resurrection

the graveyard shifts
to reminisce

the cult of Mary Gipsy
came to England
by way of poor Spanish pilgrims –
palm branches in their hands
copies of apocryphal gospels
in their wallets
and Aphrodite’s scallop shells
stitched in their caps

numbers shift – even, odd

the feast began on the first new moon of the year –
memory tidal

Poetry, since it defies scientific analysis, must be rooted in some sort of magic, and magic is reputable. 
European poetic lore is, indeed, ultimately based on magical principles.  Now it is only by rarity of 
spiritual progression that poets make their lives magically potent in the ancient sense.

he stabilized the calendar –
the lover told the liar to begin

the zodiac is believed to have originated
in babylonia from the tale of gilgamesh

killing of the bull
love-passage with the virgin
adventures with the two scorpion men
the deluge story

Somewhere in Anchorage Alaska
Exxon Valdez, Exxon Valdez

one of the cruelest aspects of conversation:
the back pedal
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He loses touch with his more
practical wife, once his muse

                       in another room
  he sits carving
  the single poetic theme
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In the beginning, we pricked our arms with mint leaves.  Hospitals sank into lifeblood.  She steadied 
the second hand.  The womb around outside.

On the first day, bridesmaids felt each other up in dressing rooms.  They necked in the bathrooms.   

In the beginning, left turns to exits.  Entrance ramps and stars.  The lights turn red.  The turnpike goes 
on endlessly.  We ret urn to our families.  

the parted mouth
of the sky widens
releasing windy
vowel sounds
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Debrah Morkun
From The Ida Pingala

EQUILIBRIUM

I cloud-fucked
she, pregnant, ushered
forth, and the birds

and her honeysuckles
and we hold our babies
breath, tired, we

hold the surfacing
before each wave surfacing
this cloud-fuck like joint delivery 
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*Constation called exterior

imagine i remained in my rancid apartment, washing my bowls from this honey she left 
imagine you’re washing this fire he started with his yellow-green geraniums, hatched
this sun from the wired nest he left outside these prison doors
imagine i quit my job turning off her grotto lamp
and imagine your last day was the day before
these willow trees became the center point
for our travels, you’re imagining
this cloudy dust that’s gathered
here is the last unreal figment, is
the last hopeful unreal 

*constation called interior

such logic, to wish the world
to collapse, as if i had
such venom, as though
we should keep our hands
over this fire, so heat
can make this cloud’s
moisture so
unreal

*to constate means to recognize the state of a thing or phenomenon, to establish a fact without applying 
personal judgment

tomorrow i’ll wake you, tomorrow by the staircase, tomorrow this stairwell, this threshold matter
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Debrah Morkun
LIMBS OF THE INEFFABLE

Love begins with a bench:

(here I came in secret
 barefooted 
 to smell the beeswax)

Nous and Logos
belong together
their union
is life

I ask the priest what the singer is singing.
He tells me it is a funeral dirge written
in the ancient Yi language.

(We like to play
  at dying:  there’s our
  unknown crime.)

 the voice in the distance
is incomprehensible
but clear and beautiful

Girls her age
took new-edged blades
to cut in mourning
for these curls
of their soft hair

she without the art   of putting
her skirt over    her ankles

the figure of wisdom
(which we encounter frequently
in Gnostic systems) indicates
a relationship
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Kristen Orser & Jesse Crouse

First condition of a human fever:

The sun needs sugar,

a cultivated self
like an obstinate donkey.

(Consider: the cannonball on her lip.  200
dirty items of clothing.)

(And, at once, you are missing nothing.)
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The cow and the girl
offer a pairing:

A pair of honey buzzards

change into flies 
in the dining room.

(A sorry before breakfast.)

I drew mine
winter.

(The concept is sky—

Break out of the egg

and cling to succulent.)

I'm talking about unimagined smoke among them:

Plot to blow up,
a great world,
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facts in a world of facts.

(I gratefully threw myself down Portland
and washed into a moment when everything I know
becomes a worry before breakfast becomes April

becomes a young goose.)  

To shout in my ear and read the arrangement of my internal organs,

which come apart in pretty teacups
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like a sympathetic eye.  Pinked

in an ideal arrangement
of bodies on a bed.  It is difficult 

to cohere:

(if he stirs too often in bed)

A string of safety pins around the wrist and suddenly
I have no eyes.  

(How can we minimize the danger?)
Again, in your mouth, 

the second condition of a human fever:

I desire
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to express deep gratitude

for the sky.   The way the sky,
with such exertion, shouts
into my ear and also comes apart

at the first biting: Where there is blue

there is fascination, a worry before breakfast.  
Always a chemical—

Experience in an artichoke way.  
I mean we are at the edge

of grinding lemons in the garbage disposal.  
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(The concept is sky picking grapes an arrangement of myself.)

I miss you more than I miss my own self.  

I had other expectations once.  This paper
or another version of the book.  Geometries
of an egg catching birds.

(It's only loneliness that kills a long silence.)  

In bed, at night, I lay awake thinking about the dangers of E
coli in unpasteurized apple juice or about the inky taste,

an indication of the arrangement of my internal organs.  
The cow and the girl greet guests with buckets,
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black and inward modulations:
The smallest zebra is missing a stripe on its rump.  Break

Out of the egg and through the door

where I draw a winter
in the throat.  Cucumbers bristle
inside with such an exertion

you can almost hear the shouts of men and boys in the cricketing place.
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Keep your hands
in these days
of small spiders:

Keep your hands
in these days

of saturated evening clouds.

It's impossibly winter
in the throat.  Keep your hands warm.

(Daffodils and flies, days
at the edge.)
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Missing a stripe Missing white-throats Missing—

A warning before breakfast:

All corpses look like cartoons 
and there aren't any good 

love stories.
The cow and the girl

speak words to each other,
but no one in this place
comes apart

long enough to read the arrangement of my internal organs:

Daffodils in the clouds
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happen to bounce together with mosses 
that become—

And maybe that is it, maybe
chattering to keep warm
is nothing but nakedness(!)
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Bin Ramke
CONTINUOUS COMPUTATION (1 THROUGH 3)

1

Middleton Manigault

To cure him of his mind is to unstir
cream from the tea; who
is he but embodied mind:

follow like a detective the
privacy of I, of eye, follow 
like a road not like a road

but the road a following a flowing
the old lost road through the woods...
But there is no road through the woods. Kipling

To care to cure him of his own
mind a road through a yellow wood
strewn with webs, spiderly work wise

through the night mindful of morning
to come, the flies to come buzzing
Om Mani Padme Hum the spider says

while weaving to feel not hear
the sonorous vibrating self the 
spider can not speak for she has

no mouth for breathing only for feeding
nor mind never—the morning mind
of earth-filled Earth with webs glisten

and lovely, love is mind even
in its illness, odd, stillness divided even
not diminished, dimmed. Dear.

2

Colour is lyght incorporate in a body visyble pure & clene.    Giles Du Wes

Yesterday a rainbow, a hundred degrees of arc but
the varying intensity still a kind of wholeness, a reminder:
color has been much on his mind these recent days, 
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momentous days, and his hunger, too, tends toward 
a circular shape, a circulation between body and visible 
air, tangible, particles of sun and dust and water…

by “his” I meant “my” and yet not, also: there are forms
of life which can be touched like rain, falling, and other
forms which can be seen or simulated, color, named
and ordered (Newton’s distinction “indigo” from “violet.”)
When the rainbow is doubled it is a mirroring, reversed
order of color; maybe I saw the second one, maybe not.

Hovering. The word has a vibrating quality, like bees
above blossoms. Color to engulf. Threaten.

3

Monstrous Silhouette

A pear tree’s leaves lost evenly—
each limb has a remaining dozen
or so; a single bird appearing
anxious, peering—her shape mimics
leaves even if her movement does not.
If her quick movement brings cold wind.
If her bright eye brings snow.
If then she breathes a kind of patience.

1

Arguing with Water, Welling

This well or wall of water I feel, full
as it is of itself, defined itself by fullness
like me or you among ourselves wading...

let a little water be fetched, and wash your feet,
and rest under a tree.

Nothing stands isolate, all are pulled by and pulling
upon all. The secret human hatreds, he said
to nobody, everybody hurrying past anxious
to get home anxious to respond
to the attractive spouse or mother or the pet
sitting on the other side of the door waiting
hoping feeling the miles and years dissolve
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by a factor of the distance yet to be squared,
thinness of the door notwithstanding.

All the sleeps will resound with your own
slow breathing they will regulate themselves
clocklike sounding a burden each sleeper
bundled into herself the Fairy Tale of
sleep protected by thorn-bushes and paralysis,
like gods patient and potent, like walls
of water welling tear-like.

2

Spin

Kevon Johnson on the Brooklyn Empire
skating rink closure: ...we skate counter-clockwise,
which means we skate against time. We stay young.

What spins inspires, breathes into
as in: every thing is attracted to every
other. This is the formula to measure
how much: multiply the masses, divide
by the square of their distance apart.

Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel.

3

The Movies

She negotiates exits to exist this way
that way to the world made of light
watery as it looks from here if it is night
you might as well
stare through the screen wall
into the world which is locally dark.

Stars a moon or two. To speak to stay
           the screen’s voice calls

for the attention of the living, leaving
though she may be sleeping, sleepy
especially if black and white as
the checkerboard squared floor
she dances across acrostically 
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alive lithe dancing. Spinning

past her is a past
just this side of the exit sign sighing
us out.

1

White Russian

In a cocktail short glass add ice, add the vodka, then 
the kahlua, then the cream. Serve unstirred.

2

Such a Thing Comes from Such a Thing

und dass so was von so was kommt Carlo Karges

What was thought to be Thing turns out to be process;
so speaking among ourselves we rarely listen
or need to. In the corner one hums, unhurried.

There are those who can hum anything
to anyone, and to make love this way is to make
with the mouth an apocalypse of purpose
yet the teeth remain covered, the hard
edge to the mouth remains mysterious,
remains momentous memory.

Love as made is not such a thing. Or is.

3

Offering a Gift Fig, a Finer Fog

“Suffering, if taken seriously, serves

no purpose” (wrong, if true).
Fog if torn by sound into increments
substitutes for weather; breeding, if torn
into terror, engages every mind minded—sever
hope from happiness, she said, laughingly.

She was his therapist, a gift the world
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offered: “I keep no rank nor station.
Cured, I am frizzled, stale and small” Lowell
later wrote, lettering his littered mind
to art, we claim. She calmed him
all concerned, convinced, and failing.

The fig is emblem of several things: gift
of gathered interiors, a small bower
for wasps: did she know that “gift” old
enough once meant payment for a wife?
Who didn’t, in her bones. The plural for wedding.

Or the German for poison. Strong feminine.

Interesting terrible facts are rifts
or gifts as of a nesting tier of wasps
or all the greens I tint imaginatively
of any small, cured, stale imagined man,

and yet those wasps do hover, of all the hymenoptera,
over the notion of bowering bliss, of gift, of bed:
agaonidae, wasps which insert themselves
into the inflorescence (syconium) to breed—
o touch, o careless. Like love, such gifted agony.

1

A Universe of Discourse, Objects to Which Variables Refer

“The trouble is that I cannot drink a single glass of water, though 
the craving itself is some satisfaction”

Although Kafka wrote such a thing beyond speaking—
the voice destroyed by disease, a symptom shared
by many, my mother for instance, and Freud—
there was a speech of desire in the deathbed

a conversant body building its energy resonantly
as crystal at the dinner table, the wetted finger
rounding and rounding, ringing.
The voice has no surface but 

His voice failed him and us; voice is mind 
departing continually dissipating soul-like a long
death in its way it began with the first word it
is mere vibration—Raynaud’s disease by other name—
...what is that curve called which is
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given by the inverse of the radius
of the osculating circle? To kiss

is not to ask, to not ask but
to desire and be silent.

2

Manigault Reconsidered

Did he see what he wanted was it
worth hungering that much
he believed starvation—
stare into the rigid moment
like the past like the future—
some starlike quality of mind
induced by body produced
in him a state of intense seeing
and the death was accidental.
Ah well. His silence, his desire—
the crude implication, to be rigid
with desire or rigor.

3

...to imagine that which we know     Shelley

To long for is to pine, is to punish.
No, to reach toward, to yearn, to bravely wail.

The language he could speak was finical,
more accurate than any hearer could imagine.
To know is enough, never enough too
much knowing involutes, involves, for instance
an osculating circle whose sine, written sin,
engages the variant universe at one spot,
one little point only, how lovely: 
our calculations have outrun conception; 
we have eaten more than we can digest. Then starve
a self into submission, as they did:
Manigault, Weil, Gödel, Clarke, Sands, Thileepan...

... enlarges the circumference of the imagination 
by replenishing it with thoughts of ever new delight, which have
the power of attracting and assimilating to their own nature 
all other thoughts and which form new intervals and interstices
whose void forever craves fresh food.
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Amy Wright
An Interview with Artist Marc Gaba

The thing about interviewing Marc Gaba is that he talks like he’s making art—that between you is this  
bit of fruit, a cameo apple you pass back and forth, drying off. But maybe that’s because he says, “I 
don’t think of the mind as all that separate from the body.” Which makes you wonder if you do. A 
graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, Marc Gaba studied creative  writing after three years in the 
Integrated Liberal Arts-Medicine program of the University of the Philippines (UP), an academic 
detour during which he picked up a camera, and began to read and write poetry seriously. He 
graduated magna cum laude from UP’s Creative Writing  Program in 2001, and was a Teaching-
Writing Fellow at Iowa. He spent a year at the University of Denver’s Creative Writing  Program as a 
Ph.D. candidate, and went back to the Philippines where he has worked as a teacher, a writer, an 
editor, a graphics designer and an artist. He won Boston Review’s poetry contest in 2006, and his first  
manuscript was a 2007 Dorset Prize finalist; the book will be published by Tupelo Press in 2010. From 
late 2008 to early 2009, he has shown work in visual art through Mag:net Gallery, Art Cabinet 
Philippines and the National Art Gallery. Currently on leave from architecture  school, he also 
publishes spacephilippines.com, an online magazine of conversations with some of the significant 
practitioners of the various arts in contemporary Philippines.

AW: What was growing up in the Philippines like?

MG: Until my sophomore year in high school, I lived outside the capital in two places that had wide, 
open spaces—first in Tarlac and its sugarcane fields, and then later in Bulacan and its ricefields. There 
was a neighboring flying school where we lived in Bulacan, and part of its runway ran along the far 
edge of the lot. So I grew up with small planes flying above and around expanses of growing, green 
things, watching things like political upheavals on TV that ostensibly had nothing to do with what was 
around me. Of course, growing up in the Philippines also means typhoons, the Catholic church, 
American pop culture, and a silly cultural obsession with the “world-class.” It’s like being an element 
in a collage—which has made me believe that biography and identity couldn’t ever have a causal 
relationship.

AW: I’m intrigued. What do you think identity means? But first, I don’t think I understand your term 
“world-class.” Can you elaborate?

MG: When something that a Filipino has done is astounding, many people here would say that the 
piece is “world-class.” One respected art critic, for example, said that the abstract art that came out of 
here in the 60s is “world-class.” It’s like saying, “It’s good work not only by local standards, but by 
world standards,” or to be funny and blunt about it, it’s like saying “Wow! This one doesn’t suck!” I 
feel really embarrassed by that mode of praise, even though it did arise out of centuries of “colonial 
mentality,” a habit of regard that makes anything foreign, or rather, anything European, intrinsically 
better. So you could say that praising something made by a Filipino by saying it’s “world-class” is a 
reactionary response to the cultural insecurity or neurosis that it still really smacks of. It’s also 
symptomatic of a disproportionate emphasis on the performative level of making art—as though 
creative work were more for show and less about the changes it wants to produce in the world, which 
become easier to miss when the attention goes to how something fares.

As for identity, I think of it as an assumption underneath and between selves, more like one of the 
operations in an equation, rather than one of the variables. It also makes me think of what Elizabeth 
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Bishop has written, in “At the Fishhouses”: “It is like what we imagine knowledge to be: / dark, salt, 
clear, moving, utterly free, / drawn from the cold hard mouth / of the world, derived from the rocky 
breasts / forever, flowing and drawn, and since / our knowledge is historical, flowing, and flown.”

AW: That’s gorgeous. How do you think identity factors into  creative work? Does it have anything to 
do with the change you say art wants to make in the world? 

MG: Identity factors, I think, not in the way a factor factors, not as a variable, though it becomes that in 
the reception, where the concerns of mass communication come in—there’s a real and alarming need 
among many to receive information in a way that says in advance how it will be filed. I think that when 
identity does function as a factor, it does so as something to be argued with by the self, which is to say 
that it becomes material—the art process transforms the operation of identity into a variable, and as 
material, could be challenged, rethought, transformed, or made irrelevant. In that way does it acquire a 
power to change the world—the instability of “fact” and the smallness of the things that determine our 
social selves, are exposed, aired, and the idea that there could be change becomes a viably intelligent 
way to approach and design a life. I would love to know how you would answer that question. 

AW: Identity is one of those words like nougat that I try to squirm around, because it doesn’t mean 
anything to me until I attach it to a Three Musketeers bar or someone in a rockstar t-shirt. I can only 
think of it from the outside in, and I can’t think about anything that way for long. The word 
“perspective” helps me get inside that sense of self, to use your Bishop phrase, “forever, flowing and 
flown.” 

Given that, we seem to think of identity/perspective very much the same, though I might venture that 
art is always received—by the artist first—and that is where the argument for self begins, as a 
negotiation of resistance and allowance. My work, I figure, is to pay attention to the reflection and 
anticipation of creation itself, as one might attend a snapdragon, or someone taking off his clothes. 
Because we—unlike coral shrimpfish, who swim tail-up in formation—can see ourselves received, 
integrating & disintegrating the whole. 

MG: How does revision figure into creation as you’ve described it?

AW: I have a line in a manuscript that “Language is freedom and you are its leash.” Revision is like 
walking the yard, as my father steps off rooms or acres, to find the measure. It’s part of the initial 
writing process, the discipline between allowing and resisting. The truth-making moment. The overseer
—because it reckons a work’s measure. 

There’s only so much I can do on the return. Cut. But once a line comes into its own truth, fully, I can’t 
touch it, even if I change my mind about how it feels. It may be the answer in Blake’s poem: the tyger 
is what it is. A good revision frames its fearful symmetry.

MG: In terms of creation, you say that you can’t think of anything outside its relation to you. You say 
that you stop touching something once it has framed its own symmetry, but when it has done that you 
still think about it, right? It still is a remnant of your thinking, but if it were still you, you would keep 
touching it. But once you feel that it has framed its symmetry, then it is already in relation to itself and 
not you, and yet you are still thinking about it. 

AW: I don’t have it worked out yet, but I think that as human beings, we manifest the will of the 
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unconscious. So the thing to do is get out of the way as much as possible for a piece of art to become, I 
guess, a vehicle for everyone else to project their language upon...

MG: But maybe that’s why there is conversation at all and why we don’t think of visual art anymore as 
something that can stand outside language. So much of contact is linguistic, so a piece of art can’t even 
be understood without the talk about it anymore. Maybe it’s precisely to keep those questions alive, to 
keep the question of truth alive, although bringing up “truth” would be quite a great leap, wouldn’t it? 
Yet I don’t think we would be drawn to these questions if we weren’t interested in truth. 

I thought awhile ago I would like to end the interview by saying that I reserve the right to be 
completely wrong.

AW: Yes, of course, and we  will be wrong. Thank goodness. (laughter)

AW: The poet Rod Smith says, “Identity is the cause of warts.” Which came first, warts or our 
awareness of them as such? 

MG: I don’t really understand how priority functions at the abstract level, or why someone would think 
that way—when I encounter that organizational principle in what I read, I do have to pause, and when I 
do understand it, I don’t see what is at stake after that thinking has been done. Perhaps we inquire into 
priority to find the source of the river—when, as Ashbery noted, “rivers have no source.” So: do warts 
have a source? Rod Smith would say: yes: identity is the source—and I guess he is attaching 
permanence to identity... The question that this makes me think of is whether there is identity to the self 
when the self is alone—but that might be a precious question because no one is alone. Remembering 
people, and thinking, are solitary activities but I don’t believe that one is alone in them. 

AW: If “rivers have no source,” then they are source, it seems to me, so following them would be to 
track the river, as monks follow mind; or, perhaps, as self tracks itself among the populace. I noticed 
that when you first defined identity, you called it “an assumption underneath and between selves.” 
What assumes the assumption, or how do you think about the plurality?

MG: I see now that I was thinking in terms of ideals, as the “selves” I meant there referred to different 
persons. So to become a person, a self would assume an identity, to either be recognized by the other 
person or not. When the engagement is true, a condition I would describe as one that allows for the 
possibility of being changed, identity hardly matters, and could in fact be a hindrance to the possibility. 
It is not my identity that lets me speak, or rather, I don’t believe you need to know my identity—that is 
to say, you don’t need to recognize what we’ve both assumed about me—in order to feel that you have 
understood what I’ve said or made or done, and vice versa. 

AW: I met you as a poet at the University of Denver. Can you talk about the transition toward the visual 
arts?

MG: Luc Tuymans has talked handsomely about how artists spend so much time before their canvases 
just to get to that moment when they believe painting. They spend so many hours working on 
something just to break through to that other world, of which the painting could be the representation, 
and it is only in the breaking through to that other world that creation happens. I think that breaking 
through is another way of saying believing in the medium, believing in the act, believing in creation. 
As in poetry, we spend so much time waiting to believe, with our world being language, in language.
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AW: How do you think of that belief in relation to the body?

MG: When we are writing the most important poems to us, or making real paintings, we are facing the 
things that could possibly change the way we are thereafter, and that has got to be a bodily experience, 
that has got to change the very terms by which we feel and perceive and process forward, things which 
I don’t think of as localizable to the mind. Maybe also it’s because I don’t think of the mind as all that 
separate from the body, which is possibly my science background....Do you think of the mind as 
separate from the body?

AW: I think of the mind and the body and the spirit as the same thing, but maybe there is a shifting 
hierarchy regarding where the energy resides. 

MG: Hmm...what if the spirit were Mercury. Orpheus is maybe the mind or the body and Eurydice is 
the other one, and they are on a loop forever, with Mercury flying between the two. And maybe it’s 
happening at the speed of light, so it’s like they’re one.

AW: I like that.

MG: But to go back to belief as a bodily experience, it may be possible that I’m thinking of belief as a 
bodily experience because of the way you described creation as an act of reception—because you 
wouldn’t receive something you didn’t believe.

AW: Ah, that helps me recognize that I am not always ready to accept, as in confront, my own beliefs. 
Reception has been, perhaps, a kind of preparation for me. 

When did you start painting? Did you paint in Denver?

MG: I started to paint seriously in Denver, because there was a large wall in my apartment that needed 
a large piece of art. I could not afford a large piece of art, so I had to make one, and I didn’t want 
something cheap, or something that was not art. So I ended up having to make huge art that, to my 
mind at least at that time, satisfied all I knew about art. I did paint earlier, but more as a hobby, 
something to do between writing poems in Iowa and earlier as an undergraduate in the Philippines. But 
I think it was in Denver, in the month before classes began that I started to take it seriously, when the 
habits of thinking that I had developed in writing poems became transferable to the act of painting. 

AW: Even if I could transfer some aspects of the process, I lack the technical skill.

MG: How recently have you tried to paint? You never know. But honestly I don’t think I have the skill, 
or in the act of painting, the nervousness about it goes away. And I’d say that’s the part that is about 
courage. Many of the poets I’ve read, in interviews, talk about the courage it takes to write a poem—
from Jorie Graham to Frank O’Hara, who said “Mostly you just go on your nerve.” 

AW: Yes, that was an important lesson for me—that  bravery isn’t a lack of fear but acting in the face 
of it. 

I would like to look specifically at your art. I notice that your drawing, Mother and Child, from your 
Postcapitalism series displays two clean-lined silhouettes one would not immediately identify as either 
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a mother or a child. A woman walks unaccompanied and purposely toward some agenda, a sheaf of 
papers in her hand, or a book. A middle-aged man prepares to pass her, in an overcoat with a briefcase, 
perhaps going or coming from work. Adults both. Equals perhaps, though the man is nearer to us in the 
frame—his head serving as the apex of the compositional pyramid. 

MG: The woman is intended to be the mother, and grown man is the child. It was untitled for the 
longest time, and only when I was thinking about the show did I realize what the title should be. 
There’s a convention that is especially popular in the Philippines, a kind of subgenre of “Mother and 
Child” paintings that usually depict a mother with a baby. So I was thinking of the piece as a kind of 
update—to say that just because the child is grown doesn’t mean that he is no longer someone’s child. 
And, as you’ve pointed out, the man is closer to us, which is almost a visual exaggeration of his having 
grown up. 

But one thing that I want to point out is that these figures belong to different perspectives in the 
physical world, that they are not subject to a single perspective. They are subject to the flatness of the 
paint, but that visual configuration of them is impossible in real life, which is just to say that these two 
figures are subject to their individual perspectives, which they bear. Their relationship is shared, but 
their perspectives as individuals in that relationship are different and always will be. 

AW: Would it be accurate to say that  Postcapitalism heralds a world in which people, including artists, 
are released from the false recognition and easy assumptions that the taglines of identity imply? 
Because I’ve got to warn you, as Rilke says in his diaries, this is not “how the public likes its artists.” 
There is more than enough fright and menace in life itself, without allowing people, too, to be limitless.

MG: I wouldn’t say that Postcapitalism “heralds” such a world, but it hopes for that kind of world, and 
perhaps naively suggests questions toward it, while also understanding that it could possibly be either 
impossible or already in the world as possibility, or as moments of complexly luminous perception. As 
far as my work actively dreams of such a world, Rilke must be right—that is not how the public likes 
its artists, but I don’t think that we’re supposed to give the public what the public wants all the time. 
Almost never should we do that. It’s not a beauty contest; it’s not an election, and Pop Art isn’t the 
single parent of contemporary art practice. I think it’s especially important now to challenge 
expectations because capitalism has gotten to be so large and personally invasive that people are 
reduced to their taglines, which is a reduction that artists know is simply false. As for there being more 
than enough fright and menace in life itself, first, the subjects and objects of fright and menace come 
from people, and second, there’s a difference between a limit and a narrowness, and I think so long as 
we’re aware of that distinction, then we don’t have to be frightened or menaced by how much we can 
see.

AW: How do you think of that idea of limitation and openness as a native islander? 

MG: May I ask first what your notion of a native islander is?

AW: I think of a native islander as a person who holds a position of deep ground, because I was struck 
as a child by how an island can exist in the middle of the ocean—extending beneath the ocean, tethered 
to the earth the way all of the continents are, but islands more apparently. An island is a kind of anchor. 
I wonder if there is that sense of rootedness I imagined, and if so, how it is altered by the horizon-
grazing point of view of being surrounded by water. Probably I imagine it as being like a soul, 
promised to a bit of flesh all the while peering about with one periscopic eye. 
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MG: I’m truly puzzled by your question, because I don’t think that thinking about limitation and 
openness is done from the standpoint of geographical location. I wish that there were some kind of 
Southeast Asian thought to speak of that I grew up thinking in, but the education I’ve received, which 
is to say the tradition of thought in which I do my most worthwhile thinking, is Western, even though 
more precisely, my most enduring habit of mind is scientific, having loved science as a child and 
having gone to a science high school. My interest in phenomena must have something to with this. But 
anyway, in certain areas, there is a disjunction between life and that kind of thought that rests on 
previous discoveries that are considered fundamental. In philosophical thought, as the thinking about 
limitation and openness may be at its most interesting, there may not be anything fundamental at all, 
especially since the best of its kind is, I think, a math of relations.

A part of me is also uncomfortable about answering a question as you put it, because if a “native 
islander” is the lens through which I think, to answer your question would be to misrepresent myself. I 
know that there is much that can be said by people who approach their studies through the theories of 
postcolonialism, but I turned out to be a poet, an artist, and so am not a self-consciously postcolonial 
subject, nor would I ever wish to approach my daily life that way. Part of the reason I left the Ph.D. 
program is that I felt like anything I could say would be treated as the thing said by "that guy from the 
islands." How insulting and misinformed, though easy to understand, because America tends to be 
locked in on itself as any center of the world, and the Philippines keeps representing itself as a tourist 
destination with beaches everywhere.

Finally, I should say that when I think, I don’t think about myself. I do love it that Levinas has written 
that in essence, thinking could never be about one’s self, that it is, by definition, about something or 
someone else. Of course there is intellectual or mental activity that regards the self, but when you think 
about it, it’s not really thinking. I’m not sure what it is, but it is not thinking.

AW: I have a lot of fear, Marc, to go back to your distinction—that we need not be frightened or 
menaced by how much we can see. I am often frightened AND menaced when I can’t see far enough. 
Limits were defined for me by the hills and valleys of my grandfather’s farm, and were alternately 
reassuring and confining as I grew within and away from them. Narrowness was similarly defined by 
the boundaries constructed by and around people regarding race or gender or economic class. So when 
I think about narrowness or limitation, I think of specific examples based on my upbringing. What I 
think I was trying to invite or cajole or push you into was elaborating a world for me, because that 
statement of fear-freedom comes from a place to me utterly exotic and strange. I wondered if growing 
up on an island produced it, as growing up in a small rural town surrounded by mountains produced the 
seemingly inverse feeling in me that fear equals the pressure necessary to generate the force to 
transcend limitations.

But now I’m curious about your science high school, your interest in phenomena. Like what? I noticed 
we share an interest in NASA’s astronomy website...

MG: (Laughter) Oh, I don’t go to the NASA website, the picture box (which loads new pictures by 
itself) in my blog was meant to contextualize the focus of the blog, which is the materials—some not 
physical—that make me smile for sheer beauty of design and intelligence and frequently enough, 
materiality. Earthward love. From time to time, I get astounded by the phenomenality of the world we 
live on.
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But back to the much that you gave me to respond to! I think it’s true, with respect to seeing, both 
metaphorical and figurative (although the figurative seeing is really an aspect of creative work, and not 
so much really seeing, which is always present tense), that being “frightened AND menaced” happens 
when one can’t see “far enough.” Or perhaps when one really wants to see something other than what 
he or she is seeing, or continuously imagining? I don’t know. 

As for whether “that statement of fear-freedom” came out of “growing up on an island,” I honestly do 
not know. So perhaps my answer would be yes. It might be good to ask this question of others who also 
grew up on an island, like Manhattan. (Laughter) That’s being scientific, or objective, about it, and 
seeing also the limitation of scientific thought structures (one that I really saw while I was studying in 
the science high school). Since I’m studying architecture now, I’d add here that I really couldn’t 
imagine how science might describe the way a location becomes a place. (If it were approached as an 
architectural problem, the variables would be so complex and infinite that pretty much anyone might 
end up deciding to just let anything be—which is to spell the end of powerful architecture.)

But I see your deeper question, the question of whether physical settings produce a tendency of mind. I 
think that it’s the beliefs of a social group that produce habits of perspective, no matter where that 
group is located. 

AW: Oh, I love examining core beliefs. The “first and most basic question all people must answer for 
themselves,” Einstein said, is the question of whether the universe is a friendly place. Do you think the 
universe is a friendly place? 

MG: I think that in the final analysis, whatever that is, I’ll say yes despite my no. See, the universe is 
just what it is, that’s all, and it really is what the word “all” could refer to. I find it impossible to think 
in a metaphor that is also a personification. The rhetoric just fails too quickly, because the “friend” in 
“friendly” calls to mind specific people that I neither mistake nor idealize, and my failure to mistake 
and idealize them is what I would say is love. But to entertain your metaphor, I would say it’s not so 
much friendly as loving. I would like to think that critiquing is a function of care; our skeptical age 
would be so meaningless otherwise. 

AW: What are you going to do now?

MG: I’m going to work on a painting. I think I hit upon a solution to introduce narrative to the process. 
As far as creation goes, that’s the best thing that’s happened today. I managed to literally begin it, to 
find where in that abstraction is the beginning and the end. Of course, it’s going to be a process, 
because in abstraction, to finish is to make narrativity disappear. 

AW: That’s a nice line.

MG: Thank you. I think abstract paintings work when you can go in from any point and you can begin 
with something and it will take you somewhere as your eye moves around the painting, within the 
frame. I always love that moment. There’s an image from a Jorie Graham poem in her book Swarm, 
which I would recommend to anyone going through a transition. She is knocking on a door, and the 
tone of the poem tells you that she has been knocking for a long time already, asking to be let in. I feel 
like these abstract paintings just suddenly opened the door.
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